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Message from Mrs Barnard
Welcome to our Newsletter.
We have reached the end of another busy week and there is definitely an Autumnal feel around the school now,
with the leaves changing colour and a drop in temperature.
Red Kite Class enjoyed their visit to Clinks Care Farm on Tuesday and our thanks to Doeke and his team for
making the time to show them the farm.
We observed two minutes silence to mark Armistice Day on 11th and all of the children stood quietly and
respectfully.
Best wishes
Mrs Barnard

This Week’s Awards
STAR OF THE WEEK
Lewis – for working hard to crack long division
Leo M – for writing some super sentences using
frontal adverbials
Poppy – for working really hard on her writing
Robyn – for her commitment to improving her reading

CITIZEN OF THE WEEK
Jessica S – for being a helpful Lunchtime Monitor
Sonnie – for always following instructions straight
away
Sophia W – for being a really kind friend
Meredith – for showing ambition in all lessons this
week

Well done to all of them!

Red Kite’s Visit to Clink’s Care Farm
On Tuesday, Red Kite class visited Clinks Care Farm to research the aims of the farm and collect ideas for our
social action project. The children were brilliantly behaved and impressed our hosts with their excellent
wildlife knowledge. We very much enjoyed pulling our own carrots from the fields and feeding the pigs! Thank you
to all the children who made the trip so enjoyable and educational.

THIS WEEK IN CLASS
ROBIN CLASS

WOODPECKER CLASS

This week in outdoor learning Robins class have been
exploring the autumn leaves. They enjoyed hiding in a
leaf pile like hedgehogs and then collecting leaves to
make some lovely hedgehog pictures.

Children in Woodpecker class enjoyed learning about
the 4 countries in the UK and completed some
research about their chosen country.
We talked about the four capital cities - can you
remember them?

STARLING CLASS

PDP

In History this week, Starling Class have been learning
about what daily life was like in Ancient Greece.

We have been meeting regularly with Mrs Carter and
have several projects that we are working on.
We have started to collect empty crisp packets and
also used pens, felt tips and whiteboard pens. These
will be sent to Terracycle for recycling.
We are also discussing ways that we can raise
money to fund some Key Stage 1 & 2 playground
equipment. We will let you know what we decide
later.
As of this week have also appointed Lunch Monitors
in the hall. They help Mrs Mays by supervising a
table each and helping the younger pupils if they
need it.

